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The origin and facts of the variant issue




Currently Web addresses are typically expressed using
Uniform Resource Identifiers or URIs. The URI syntax
defined in RFC 3986 STD 66 (Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax) essentially restricts
Web addresses to a small number of characters:
basically, just upper and lower case letters of the
English alphabet, European numerals and a small
number of symbols.
The original reason for this was to aid transcribability
and usability both in computer systems and in noncomputer communications, to avoid clashes with
characters used conventionally as delimiters around
URIs, and to facilitate
entry using those input facilities available to most
Internet users.
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User's expectations and use of the Internet have moved
on since then, and there is now a growing need to enable
use of characters from any language in Web addresses.
A Web address in our own language and alphabet is
easier to create, memorize, transcribe, interpret, guess,
and relate to.
It is also important for brand recognition. This, in turn, is
better for business, better for finding things, and better
for communicating. In short, better for the Web.
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This is what we call IDN, Internationalized Domain
Name, which is a mean of “localization” in someway
given the global nature of the internet.
The whole systems need to be “localized”: adapted to
our particular
 Language
 Writing system and character codes
 Location
 Interests

The variant issue


While we going through the implementation, we are
facing some issues. Among them, “variant” definitely
has caused some threats and concerns, and requires
sophisticated technology solution and policies to deal
with it.

The variant issue
The definition of variant:



“Variant characters are two or more characters that
are similar in appearance and result in two domain
names to be visually confusing.” like:
 “encyclopædia” vs “encyclopaedia”
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The variant issue

These two versions of Chinese share many characters. Other
characters specific to Simplified Chinese or Traditional Chinese scripts
may represent the same meaning. These characters have the same
meaning and pronunciation but they do not look the same. These
characters are called character variants and have the potential to cause
confusion for end users ,or even to face phishing or fraud attachs when
using Traditional and Simplified Chinese scripts to register domain
names.
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The Innovation of Chinese Characters

The history of the issue
Internationalization and the Internet


Consideration given to “international characters” in the
1970s




Project that led to MIME





“multimedia email” capability
initiated largely to standardize and permit non-ASCII characters

Web





Character set standards weren’t ready

Recognized requirement early
Details only for Western European languages until mid-90s

All were done by “tagging”


Tagging is consistent with localization approaches

The concerns of the issue
DNS Internationalization


Tension between





Constraints on solutions






Network-facing identifier
User-facing “name” (of a company, product, organization,…)
Short label strings – no reasonable way to tag
Uniqueness of names
Potential for confusion or fraud

Requirement for non-ASCII names is clear but



Caution is in order – many possible traps and risks
Hard to go back if too permissive

The concerns of the issue
“The worst scenarios could be one of the following
two: either that IDNs will be filled with phishing
attacks that IDNs will be of no use and users will be
scared of using them, or restrictions in the
application layer will be so strict that IDNs will for
example not resolve in an adequate and at least not
in a stable and secure manner.
Either way, this does not provide the community what
they have asked for and what we are attempting to
provide them with the implementation of IDNs, namely,
equal access to the DNS by all languages and scripts. “
---Tina Dam (Director of ICANN)
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How does CDNC handle
the variant issue?

About CDNC
Chinese Domain Name Consortium
Initiative:




Founded by four NICs in 2000:
 CNNIC
 TWNIC
 HKIRC
 MONIC
Later joined by SGNIC , CONEC and a number of
other world well-known registries and
registrars, as well as some domain name user
alliance, like CDNUA.

Vision and Mission




The Vision:
Internet and e-commerce in the digital knowledge age
shall be more widely adopted by Non-English speaking
communities;
The Mission of CDNC:
 To harmonize, promote and self-regulate registry
operations and services of Chinese domain name.
 To adopt most advanced technology available to
serve the Chinese domain name users;

Mile stones














June. 5, 2001 - Chinese Domain Name Consortium (CDNC)
Final Comments on IETF last-call of IDN WG core drafts
Aug 20,2003 CDNC submit "Registration and Administration
Guideline for Chinese domain Names" draft to IETF(Including
CDNC variant table)
August,2005 IANA publishes the Chinese Character Table
September,2005 CNNIC and TWNIC jointly submit the new
version of CDN registration guideline to IETF
October,2005 JET IMA working group submits 4 drafts to IETF
IETF promulgated RFC4952 Overview and Framework for
Internationalized Email Address (2007/7)
July.2008 IETF IESG approves 3 key drafts of EAI WG as RFC
IETF publishes a series of RFC to support internationalized
email address(April.2009)

Handling of variants: Strategies
Strategies for adoption of internationalized
domain names worldwide:
 Minimal Changes to Current DNS system
 Must not break existing structure and hierarchy
 Support all languages
 Support as many encoding as desired
 Avoid ambiguity - uniqueness
 Work everywhere for everyone
 Follow IETF process
 Seek International Consensus
 Minimize disruption or Protocol changes
 Harmonize solutions
 Adopt simplest solution

Handling of variants: Principles of the
solution
The Solution: RFC3743
•Domain name string should be bundled with a
specified language: Domain name string could be bundled with
many languages, but this situation should be avoided, since the
consequence of bundling with many languages could result directly with
impossible registration of the domain name. Therefore a domain name
string should only be recognized as legitimate one within a certain
language character set.

•A sufficient Variant Table of specified language
should be identified; It is not in common practice for any of
countries in the world to employ every character collected in the Unicode
suite. Particularly none of countries has defined every single character in
the Unicode suite to be the legal or official one. Therefore, validity of a
domain name string should be verified with every language bundled.

Handling of variants: Principles of the
solution
The Solution: RFC3743
•The variants of domain name string should be
reserved; Since in a specified language, a name usually has many
variants, therefore those variants of the domain name should be
reserved to protect the rights of the holder. They are also entitled to be
activated or deactivated at the request of the holder, e.g. the variants
should be implemented in the root zone for resolution or transfers.

•The preferred variants should be all resolved; Domain
name could have many variants, but not every variant is frequently
used or formally employed. Among the most frequent used ones, there
may be only a small portion of the variants which should be added into
the zone documents of the DNS system for resolution.

Handling of variants: Principles of the
solution
The Solution: RFC3743
•The amount of variants should be constrained; A name
could have so many variants, some of which may not be meaningful at all.
For instance, a name which has 10 Han characters could result 1024 (1K)
variants if each of the character has one variant. Among these variants,
some are meaningful, some don’t make any sense at all. The resolution to
all of the variants could be a huge burden to administration system.
Therefore some reasonable methods should be deployed to reduce the
amount of variants for better resolution and protection.

Handling of variants: Principles of the
solution

The Solution: RFC3743
•Name string and its variants have a Characteristic of
Atom, which needs to be dealt as a package: Once a
name and its variants are created, they are relevantly compacted together.
They should be dealt with as a whole package while an individual or
independent handle of any of the variants in the package is strictly for
fended.
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To the IDN Nay-Sayers











Technically not possible – proven it works
No demand and no interest - plenty
No service providers – plenty came
No organisation – CDNC, ICANN, etc
No standards – RFCs of IETF
Not Interoperable – Inter-operational test with excellent
results
No Language Tables – CDNC table
No legitimacy – rights of community, who
gets to decide on my language? … Language
empowerment groups

Conclusion & Petition:





The implementation of IDN variant is of utmost importance
to our community as variants are often used
interchangeably, similar although not the same, as
uppercase and lowercase characters in English.
Members of CDNC believe that the introduction of allocation
of variant strings in the root zone will also avoid visual
confusability and potential phishing attacks. Such policy will
also ensure the security and stability of the Internet in a
multi-lingual environment.

Conclusion & Petition:




One of the major concerns about the variant issue is
technical implementation capability, for which CDNC would
like to point out that the solution of IETF standard RFC3743,
and more specifically to Chinese, the RFC4713 has been in
practice for nearly a decade and it has been proven to be
one of the most sufficient and rigorous way of managing this
matter.

The basic principles with the solution RFC3743 are
believed in strongly and adhered to by the members of
CDNC, which represents 99% of the Chinese domain
name stakeholders. Such common issues shall be
envisaged and dealt with across SOs and Constituencies
in ICANN with respect to the stand of the majority of the
CDN community.

Conclusion & Petition:







To help fulfill ICANN's goal of ensuring a smooth and secure
launch of IDN ccTLD and gTLD in the near future, CDNC
would like to recommend the ICANN community and staff to
jumpstart the currently pending works on IDN guideline
update.
CDNC strongly believes that the completion of the guideline
in order to provide sufficient rules and policy on
implementing IDN TLD is critical for existing registries and
new gTLD applicants.
We strongly urge ICANN to consider our view and firm
position on this particular issue.
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